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**AUGUST 1970**
Mystery

By GENE SMITH

Panthers eat every size and description of live bird and mammal, but their mainstay is deer. It finds abundant natural foods—there is no cause to fear the Florida Panther, and will generally avoid even remote contact with people. It ranges from about 10 miles in a night to 40 or more in a week, usually traveling in direct line as easy prey. 

The panther, or mountain lion, seems to us to have the ring of authenticity, based only on the original reports. No case was investigated further. The reader can make his own judgments. (We only hope all or some of the reports are true—for the sake of the panther, which, after all, is listed as an endangered wildlife species by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, which estimates its total numbers at between 100 and 300 and gives its distribution as "Collie, Lee, Levy, Hendry and Monroe counties, Florida, and rumored around St. Marks [National Wildlife] Refuge in Wakulla County, Florida."—Compiled in 1966.)

In October 1967, the Tampa Tribune published an item about what were thought to have been panther tracks—found at Holmes Beach on Anna Maria Key on the Gulf in Manatee County. The tracks measured 3½ inches across; the stride, 57 inches, according to the article. Cat on a leash? Practical joke? Possibly, but some of these prints were on the beach and there was no mention of any other type tracks around—of man or beast.

In any event, the dimensions are about right. The track of an adult Florida panther measures something like 3 inches long by 3½ inches wide. Add an inch both ways for very large specimens, particularly the prints of male panthers, which get slightly larger and heavier than females. (An unusually broad paw print measuring 6½ inches was once recorded for a puma [panther] killed out west by a government hunter.)

(Continued on next page)
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Fish Management Notes

The Game and Freshwater Fish Commission has entered into an agreement with Florida A & M University, Tallahassee, to establish an aquatic entomology research laboratory on the grounds of the Blackwater Fish Hatchery, located in the Blackwater River State Forest in Santa Rosa County.

In announcing the agreement, Dr. O. E. Frye, Jr., Commission director, said a hatchery building has been made available to house the laboratory.

According to Dr. William L. Peters, assistant professor of entomology at FAMU, the aquatic plants and insects found in the Blackwater River—which is the study area—present an opportunity for the scientific study of ecology not found in any other body of water.

“The Blackwater probably represents a condition that existed in many rivers of the world prior to pollution and other ecological changes that have occurred over the years,” said Dr. Peters.

Official action on the agreement came at the June meeting of the Commission in Tallahassee.

The striped bass population in Lake Talquin Fish Management Area is “alive and well,” and beginning to build growth rate records for the species is being undertaken, according to F. G. Banks of Tallahassee, assistant chief of the Fisheries Division.

The state's striped bass management program was the subject of the current experimental stock program were released in the 8,850-acre impoundment, located in Leon and Gadsden counties, in June 1968. The young fish were weighed at 3½ pounds and up to 18 inches in length.

Banks says, “The average growth rate for striped bass on the eastern coast is 13 ounces for 2-year-old fish. The Talquin fish exceed the average weight by more than two pounds and the average length by more than six inches.”

Approximately 59,000 two-inch fingerlings were stocked in the lake in June 1970. The releases consisted of 64,500 fish, reared to fingerling size at the Commission's Richloom Fish Hatchery in Sumter County and Blackwater Hatchery from fry produced at Monck's Creek, S. C., and Bowman to Florida.

Nearly a half million striped bass have been stocked in the waters of Choctawhatchee Bay, also in northwestern Florida, by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Hook and line catches of young striped bass have been quite common in both Lake Talquin and Choctawhatchee Bay, according to Banks. Extensive striped stock operations will not be undertaken by the Game and Freshwater Fish Commission until results of the past two years' work in several research lakes around the state are known and prove satisfactory. Only then would stocking be extended to other inland waters, he said.

Fish attractors are nothing new, but in recent years there has been a renewed interest in constructing—rather, installing—physical structures in fishing waters, around which fish invariably tend to congregate for food, shade, and cover in which to hide. The result, naturally, is that fishing around a fish attractor is normally better than it is in open water over a plain bottom, except at bedtime.

Fish attractors have been constructed of everything from treestumps and brush, metal drums with cutouts, cut-up newsboys, and broken-down refrigerators and washing machines to concrete blocks, clay pipe, and old automobile and truck tires tied together, punctured, and sunk in orderly fashion in water deep enough to cover them.

The only thing about fish attractor construction to date in Florida lakes is that it has been rather a “hit or miss” proposition. Several biologists, with the aid of local residents and sportmen clubs, interested bystanders, and fellow Commission officers, have installed attractors. In most instances where they were constructed to attract fish, the attractors seemed to indicate they worked—they attracted catchable fish—concentrated more fish in less water than in areas without attractors. But nobody had followed up such an installation program with a proper evaluation of its effects, pro or con.

Such a study project is underway in Florida’s Lake Tohopekaliga in Osceola County. One of the jobs Project Leader/Fishery Biologist Robert L. Wilbur is undertaking under his Habitat Manipulation Study, a D-J research project under the Federal Aid in Fish and Wildlife Restoration Acts, is to find out how well fish attractors of several types do—or don’t—work.

Old tires make inexpensive, long-lasting easy to make fish attractors. These are fed in batches of seven flat to allow air to escape. After installation they are marked for anglers.

(Continued from preceding page) In checking alleged panther tracks, recall that cats wear their claws sheathed when walking. Panthers leave no claw marks except in emergences. This fact alone should eliminate the possibility of painter prints being confused with the tracks of a big dog. Too, the heel pad of the fore foot is larger than that of the hind foot, and a panther usually places his hind paw partially over the print of the fore paw.

The next case also occurred in October, 1970. The Brandon News reported “footprints of a large Florida panther and a trailing cub” at Liberty in east Hillsborough County. The tracks of this adult, found in soft earth following an evening rain, reportedly measured four inches—entirely believable. The pads of a 100- to 150-pound panther treading soft ground would undoubtedly spread somewhat, although, as we pointed out above, the cat may have had a full 4-inch paw.

As far as the probability of a cub—more correctly called a kitten—if those really were panther kitten tracks it is all the more encouraging for the species. Panthers breed only every second or third year after sexual maturity, giving birth to a litter of two or three cubs. Usually the young are born around February in Florida. (A lot of “ifs,” but we said it was a mystery cat, remember?)

The Orlando Sentinel had a panther story in November, 1968 edition. This cat was reportedly seen absolutely clearly by a Lake County disc jockey as it strode casually across the radio station driveway at Clermont.

Wildlife officers and local police checked the tracks, according to the writer, and agreed they appeared to have been made by a panther. And the announcer, when questioned, insisted he knew a panther when he saw one.

Leon County had an eyewitness report of a panther sighting in 1969- under most unusual circumstances. The animal—when he was not too near—it appeared to have been made by a panther. And the last report of a panther in Florida was made by a Lake County disc jockey as it was taking a leisurely walk, in broad daylight, in the Lake Talquin vicinity southwest of Tallahassee.

With that instrument, in that light, and in that time, we tend to give the man credit for having been somewhat, although, as we pointed out above, the cat may have had a full 4-inch paw.

Finally, in September, 1968, another panther—certainly an animal fitting the panther description precisely—was reportedly seen at extremely close range—would you believe from seven feet away? —in the glare of automobile headlights. This one was sighted by a security guard near the electric power generating plant at St. Marks, Wakulla County.

As far as we know, neither of the north Florida sightings made the local press. The Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, apparently for no other purpose than to get them on record.

We hope such reports as these keep coming.

Photo By E. M. DeFoor

In April '69 a workman reported having watched—literally studied a “half-grown” panther “for about 5 minutes” through a window's transom. The animal was taking a leisurely walk, in broad daylight, in the Lake Talquin vicinity southwest of Tallahassee.

That instrument, in that light, and in that time, we tend to give the man credit for having been able to eliminate dogs, hogs, cats, opossums, housecats, or any other mammals likely to be confused with the panther.
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A large quantity of illegal fishing equipment has been seized by wildlife officers in the Northeast Region in recent months, according to Capt. F. E. Johnson of Lake City, regional enforcement supervisor.

Fourteen boats, 7 outboard motors, 31 illegal fish traps (wire baskets), and nearly 400 feet of gill nets—plus a quantity of freshwater game fish and catfish—were taken as evidence in the cases.

Twenty-six persons were arrested in connection with the use of the unlawful fishing devices, which were pulled from the waters of the Suwannee, the Withlacoochee, and the St. Marys rivers and from several lakes in the region.

Fines in those cases already settled amounted to well over $600.00. Other cases are still pending. Loss of their equipment by convicted violators will probably total more than the fines.

Under provisions of Florida Statute 372.31, conviction results in forfeiture of all illegal fishing equipment to the Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission.

The arrests were the result of long hours of surveillance in areas of suspected fishing law violations, according to Capt. Johnson.

Participating in the continuing operation, and credited with the arrests to date, are Lt. W. H. King of Live Oak; George Hendry, Madison; W. E. Edwards, Mayo; and J. R. Hicks of Vernon.

Hicks was born at Graceville in Jackson County and lived and worked in Washington County most of his adult life. Before his employment by the Commission, on June 1, 1948, he had been engaged in farming and construction work.

Washington County Wildlife Officer Claude J. Hicks of Vernon retired in June after 22 years service with the Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission. He was 65 in May.

Hicks was born at Graceville in Jackson County but lived and worked in Washington County most of his adult life. Before his employment by the Commission, on June 1, 1948, he had been engaged in farming and construction work.

Mrs. Hicks is Hattie Cook of Vernon. They had six children, five of whom are living.

They will continue to make their home in Vernon.

If you have imagined the life of a wildlife officer is interesting, varied, and sometimes hectic—occasionally even a little dangerous—you're absolutely right.

In activity reports for the months of May and June 1970, for example, officers around the state recorded such diverse involvement as:

- Attendance at three different kinds of training meetings or schools (to study newly-passed legislation, to learn mob control, and to complete the 200-hour Police Standards School required of all new officers); doing construction work as well as instructing at youth conservation summer camps;
- Taking annual Merit Officer proficiency tests;
- Engaging in both standby and active riot control duty and emergency evacuation duty during floods;
- Answering the daily citizen complaints about the presence of alligators—the top problem for many an officer in central and southern Florida; and transporting newsmen and others on official business into the Everglades, where high water earlier threatened the deer herd again.

The usual number of arrests for spring fishing, hunting, and beating law violations were made—the result of an endless cycle of land, water, and air patrol. But there was one unusual twist when alert officers found three men in possession of narcotics in a wildlife management area. (These were not the first dope cases in the state involving Florida wildlife officers, however.)

Besides all his other duties, the average officer completed his share of survey-taking, assistance with game, fish, information-education, and communications work projects, meeting attendance, and paperwork—the considerably important record-keeping and report-making that mark good officers everywhere.

A few spring vacations were approved, and, according to the June report, one "brave officer" even got married. •

Fishing

Fish Facts

You can roughly classify fishermen as specialists and opportunists. I know bass fishermen who are reluctant to admit that any other fish is more than a water pest. I know saltwater fishermen who scorn all freshwater species, and freshwater fishermen who become upset over the word, "brackish."

I also know fishermen who are willing to fish for panfish if the bass won't strike, and are eager to listen if you have any other ideas. I have had a bass phase, a freshwater trout phase, a smelt phase, and a bonefish phase myself. I believe I now have more fun than when I was in one or another groove.

Oh, I wouldn't spend the rest of my life fishing for mudfish or gars, but I am past the point where I consider an unexpected species to be an intruder.

A guide or charter boat skipper not only should be an opportunist but should be able to sell clients on the idea. Almost all of the better ones do it. A good example is Captain Royal Melvin over at Destin, which is one of the fishingest towns I know of with forty-some charter and party boats, a bay containing quite a few saltwater trout and some newly-introduced striped bass, and freshwater fishing nearby.

I went prancing confidently over to Destin to fish the cobia run which takes place along in April and May every year, generally running well into May. I got there with the fish nearly all gone. I had just left the east coast where cobia arrived by the thousands the day after I moved out. You can't win everywhere. I went prancing confidently over to Destin to fish the cobia run which takes place along in April and May every year, generally running well into May. I got there with the fish nearly all gone. I had just left the east coast where cobia arrived by the thousands the day after I moved out. You can't win everywhere.

But Melvin, who had promised to take me fishing, announced we might make it with some king mackerel. He was showing up three or four miles off the coast. I went out with him, Sgt. and Mrs. Bill Barrett of the Air Force, and Rick Hayles. Through meticulous use of his fathometer, Melvin located a spot the kings were using and it turned into a good day, even though the cobia had moved on. We also caught some bonito.

Then, to keep everybody happy, Melvin slid back into a deeper run and let us catch blue runners on some light freshwater tackle. Hayles, who had been busy as a bird dog (or a charter-boat mate)

Crescent Rick Hayles brings king mackerel on board Captian Melvin's charter boat. When the cobia run ended, Melvin was after something else immediately.

Fish Facts

more and more water studies are needed these days—certain materials may not harm fish, but completely destroy their survival requirements

By CHARLES WATERMAN

A guide or charter boat skipper not only should

not harm fish, but completely destroy their survival requirements
much of this upset sets the chemical balance needed by fish and means the end of good fishing. In a more obvious situation, fertility can lead to such heavy plant growth that small fish will hide so successfully the large fish cannot catch them. Thus, the small ones multiply to great numbers, are stunted by crowding, and may live on the young or spawn of more desirable fish.

The substances needed to make a lake or slow-moving river produce fish will become pollution if overabundant. Too much of a good thing. The only means the aging of a body of water, according to scientists generally admit it is confusing to them—not oblique in their destructive mission.

I used a phrase—secondary pollution—meaning that the pollutant itself did not kill fish but that the material led indirectly to a loss of fish. Perhaps I simply confused the issue but I still think that’s an apt term. I am referring to any material put into the water which will eventually, through a chain of reactions, deplete the fish population as opposed to making the fish directly.

I am not trying to explain the whole process, simply to point out its complexity.

H. G. "Top" Tapply, an associate editor of Field & Stream, has written a great many good things about the outdoors and has become an authority on the use of much outdoor equipment for both fishing and hunting. He makes, not for sale but for his own use, some of the most beautiful bugs I’ve seen. I’ve managed to get hold of a couple to make photographs. The design is excellent.

Hair bugs for bass are among the most attractive of surface fly-rod lures, especially on calm water, and are easy to cast with a light rod. Dependent on their construction, and whether you dope them to float or sink, they can be made to swim gently or to pop like true popping bugs.

Mr. Tapply, who lives in New Hampshire, uses them effectively on smallmouth bass in clear lakes there and, of course, being an author and outdoor editor of long standing, has used them in many other places. He says that he can find no difference in the effectiveness of colors as far as the fish are concerned but makes them in brilliant hues, simply because it’s just as easy and they look pretty that way.

His experience on bugs and colors are about the same as mine. I cite only two exceptions to this. One was the experience of an old fishing buddy, Jack Gowdy, who went to upper Michigan armed with both white and gray hair bugs (also called powderpuffs or mice), and fished in late evening on smallmouth lakes. The fish murdered the whites and ignored the grays. The other exception concerns the seeming added attraction of the bumblebee (yellow and black stripes) in Florida waters. Many good bass fishermen claim it shows a definite superiority much of the time. I have found it a good bug but my experiments are hardly conclusive.

The whole thing is too simple. After years of fooling with spring catches and flippy lida, what self-respecting fly fisherman is going to use something that just takes hold of the flies and holds them? Such things could mean an end to gadgetry which is what keeps a lot of fishermen happy, and I secretly hope something will go wrong with those boxes so I can go back to my more complicated schemes, however inefficient.

I am now backing down a bit on some of my early statements about monofilament as opposed to braided line for casting reels. The manufacturers have improved monofilament line to the point that I now see little difference in efficiency. Well-thumbed mono will generally get more distance. Braided line may still have the edge in accuracy casting but it is very slight. The chief advantage in braided line is a slight tackiness when wet, which tends to prevent retraction.

With electric motors coming on big, paddles seemingly headed for the museum, and rowing becoming an ancient and lost art, there are more and more fishermen who run their outboard engines when casting shorelines or trolling. A long series of experiments has shown that the underwater exhaust of the outboard boasters fish more than the topwater exhaust of inboard boats. This has shown up especially strongly in trolling.

To get this guide there have been quite a number of strange gadgets attached to the smaller motors. The first I saw were at Crystal River years ago where the tarpon fishermen had found a top-side exhaust didn’t speak the fish. In more recent years there have been several devices worked out, none of them on a production basis. The idea is to block off the old exhaust and to muzzle the sound by running it through a batch of baffles, or a combination of baffles and mufflers. I do not understand how it’s done but some mechanics will undertake it for a price. I’ve seen no two devices alike. The going price for fixing such a dingus on a 6-horse motor seems to be between $25 and $50.

In some parts of the country there is a little legal problem if you want to get technical. Topwater exhausts are prohibited by law in some places because of the noise made by racing motors that use no mufflers. Actually, most of the topside devices make no more noise than the underwater exhausts, sometimes less, and they serve the spirit of the law if not the letter. Touchy business.

It seems likely that the salt water fishing license will eventually be required by most states. Most sports fishermen are inclined toward it, feeling that added funds could help the preservation of coastal fisheries.

I hear a strong complaint from sports fishermen who feel that in order to get a salt water fishing license it will be necessary to enlist the help of the commercial fishing interests. Then, they say, the funds are sure to be spent on commercial rather than to help sports fishermen. It’s a valid worry.

The salt water trout, or weakfish, is an in-between species, providing a living for numerous commercial operators. The trout is endangered by destruction of its coastal habitat rather than by fishing pressure in the big picture. But on the other hand I know of some spots where large catches of trout are gill netted when they might be of more value in terms of tourist promotion than as menu items.

The salt water trout is a good game fish, especially when hooked on flats where he’ll run. He takes artificials and isn’t short on the fighting end in the larger sizes.

I am simply mentioning trout as an outstanding example of a fish that can serve both commercial and sporting interests but would work better for the sportsman in some instances if the commercial fisherman left it alone. This is one of the points of friction.

I have heard sportsmen say they were strongly opposed to a salt water license because it would be used to aid the commercial fisherman almost exclusively. The politest of such a thing is polite but I believe in right in his analysis, whether he is justified in opposition or not. Whether the sports fisherman would get benefits on the fringe is not another spill is that the sports fisherman would pay the bill, whether he got the help or not.
The hunting dog’s acute sensory cells and nerves of its nose serve for “smelling out” game.

The Baffling World of Bionics

Since the very beginning of recorded human knowledge, man has considered the snake and the bat to be two of the most mysterious and fascinating creatures, because of their unique sensory capabilities. Their strange and superior capabilities largely have been responsible for their prominence in the folklore and superstitions of many tribes and civilizations of the world.

From his earliest childhood memories, man is aware that animals have special and peculiar abilities—many far superior to human abilities by comparison. The common ant can lift a weight many times the mass of its own body. A hunting dog is unerringly guided to a covey of quail by its acute olfactory apparatus (the sensory cells and nerves of his nose). A porpoise can swim faster than a modern ocean liner, yet exerts little effort in doing so. The rattlesnake uses heat-sensitive pits used to detect the proximity of potential prey and enemies. A scientist at U.C.L.A. has recently discovered that a rattlesnake, if offered two identical balls to strike at, will always strike at the warmer one. This behavior stems from the fact that the rattlesnake, copperhead, and cottonmouth, are born with a unique heat-sensitive device. Located midway between the nostril and eye is a pair of facial pits. The name was coined about 10 years ago by Dr. J. E. Steele of the U. S. Air Force’s Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD). Bionics comes from the Greek word bios, meaning unit of life (e.g., eye, ear, nose, etc.). Bionics, then, deals with the blending of the talents of the biologist with the engineer to study biological sensory mechanisms for purposes useful to man.

Hundreds of engineers, biologists, biochemists, mathematicians and other professional scientists are studying problems which are relatively easy to understand, but which have tremendously complex solutions. All of these problems have a common objective: to duplicate in structure or function a complex biological system; to do mechanically, electronically, biochemically, or by some other method, what animals do as an ordinary daily accomplishment.

Let’s consider a number of examples of attributes associated with familiar animals and how a scientific study of these attributes can be of benefit to man:

Many butterflies and moths have antennae by which they are able to locate and identify their own species, presumably via odor perception, from great distances. Through research, a modification of this communication system might reasonably allow one aircraft to locate and identify another in flight in time to avoid a collision.

The pit vipers, a group of reptiles including the rattlesnake, copperhead, and cottonmouth, are born with a unique heat-sensitive device. Located midway between the nostril and eye is a pair of facial pits used to detect the proximity of potential prey and enemies. A scientist at U.C.L.A. has recently discovered that a rattlesnake, if offered two identical balls to strike at, will always strike at the warmer one.
One—even though the temperature difference is only 0.1°C. On the surface of this facial pit, it has been determined that the snake can detect temperature differences as little as 0.001°C. Applications of a similar heat-sensing device could enable scientists to develop a much more sensitive heat-seeking anti-missile than the Sidewinder missile now in use. The medical profession could use such a sensitive device to determine the location of certain types of cancer cells which are slightly warmer than normal cells. Such an instrument could also be used to determine with much greater accuracy than has heretofore been possible, the depth of frostbite to skin could likewise be indicated by such a heat-sensitive instrument.

The homing pigeon’s unique ability to orient itself in space, even in an unfamiliar locale, could aid in the design and development of navigational instruments. There is on record the observation that a homing pigeon released in Venezuela made its way back to Baltimore safely—a remarkable feat indeed! The Air Force and Navy are particularly interested in this natural ability.

The starfish secretes a viscous, natural adhesive that holds tighter under water than any manmade glue or adhesive yet devised. Plastic and polymer chemists are working with biologists and biochemists to uncover the starfish’s secret.

Lazzaro Spallanzani, an early Italian scientist, proved in 1793 that blinded bats could forage for food at night equally as well as those of normal bats after returning from a night’s feeding flight. He found, however, that if their ears were plugged with wax, they could forage poorly, and if they were deafened, they could not locate food, even though they had their eyesight.

It has been proven in modern times that the bat listens for variations in the echoes of its own shrill vocalizations, and by interpreting the magnitude and frequency of these echoes (as compared to its original sounds) the bat can accurately gauge distances and navigate in total darkness without error.

This method of echo ranging is not unlike the applications used by the blind man who, tapping his cane and listening for the echo, can range and orient himself in space—however, his accuracy cannot hold a candle to the performance of the bat. The bat can distinguish its own cries from similar, if not identical, vocalizations of thousands of other bats in the same cave. The bat can use this echo ranging application not only for navigation, but for identification of food as far away as several hundred feet.

Military scientists are especially interested in this method of discrimination of unseen objects in the darkness, and in the bat’s apparent immunity to “jamming” or interfering noise. Applications of this sensitivity can be used to separate “friendly” sonar (an acronym for Sound Navigation And Ranging) emissions from those of an enemy, and if the device were as sensitive as that of the bat, it would be immune to enemy “jamming” of our sonar or radar (an acronym for RADio Detecting And Ranging).

Navy researchers are investigating how certain species of bats can fly over the surface of the water and accurately detect and snatch fish from below the surface—apparently an air-to-surface sonar system. The spider is alerted to its prey caught in its web by the characteristic vibrations it senses in its legs. The spider can determine from the vibrations alone exactly what has been trapped, and is not in the least fooled by “tricks” played on him by investigators. Copies of this type of sensing device could find industrial application in quality control equipment, electronics, machining aids and the like.

Porpoises are highly intelligent, air-breathing mammals with an apparently effective language system. Their brain is considerably larger than man’s and it is thought that the porpoise is as eager to communicate with us as we are to communicate with the porpoise.

The natural sonar system of the dolphin serves the animal with the same advantage that sonar gives the submarine commander: detection of depth and contour of the bottom of the sea, depth of the water above, presence of reefs, and submerged mountains or obstacles.

Exactly how bats, bears, and other creatures sense and assert from infra-red could furnish valuable data for space scientists and bioengineers. "Suspension animation" may one day be practical for space travel in planets. Any volunteer?

Various species of insects produce vile repelling fluids to ward off predators. Biochemical investigations of insect toxins provided the groundwork for the early development of nerve gases studied in World War II. The Navy has long searched for an effective shark repellent. It is hoped that research on bionics as applied to biological toxins will soon produce such a repellent.

There are countless other interesting applications of bionics. The wide scope of these studies is evident from these few additional examples:

1. Ability of honeybees to navigate by a fix on the sun. Their eyes are apparently sensitive to polarized light and they navigate even when the sun is obscured. Studies of such navigation by polarized light have helped in the development of navigational instruments near the polar regions, where magnetic instruments are ineffective.

2. The homing ability of swallows, salmon and the albatross.

3. The ultrasensitive odor-detection and discrimination of the bloodhound.

4. The mechanism by which the eye selects and correlates optical data prior to transmission of this information to the brain. Contrary to popular opinion, the eye is not like a camera (which sees everything in front of it); the eye sees only what the brain tells it to see. Scientists want to know how and why.

5. The joints of an animal’s body are amazingly efficient. In engineering terminology they have a coefficient of friction of the order of 0.012! With similar specifications, revolutionary concepts of mechanical engineering may well be possible.

6. The noctuid moth has only a two-cell ear; yet it can hear the sound of a bat a hundred feet away. Research on this sensitive organ may lead to greater sensitivity in ultramicrophones for research and military purposes.

7. Electric eels produce more electrical energy per ounce than any battery man has yet devised. Concentration of such energy is of special interest to NASA scientists.

8. A variety of mammals, reptiles and amphibians hibernate during periods of cold weather. This slowing of the biochemical processes is of special interest to medical scientists. Knowledge of the mechanism of hibernation can be extremely valuable to induce in humans lowered metabolism for certain surgical procedures and as a distinct aid to space travel requiring long periods of time.

Bionics is yet in its infancy. Attempts to duplicate or mimic the fantastic senses of many of nature’s creatures have as far been rather unsuccessful. There is every indication, however, that with continued effort scientists will eventually succeed in unlocking many of these age-old secrets, and as a result, man will be better able to cope with his own environment, whether here on earth, out in space, or on another planet.
bowhunting time!

The statewide archery season, which runs from December 12 through October 2 this year. (No fawn deer may be taken, of course.)

But bagging a deer—buck or doe—with a bow and arrow isn't exactly easy, as many discouraged bowhunters have come to know. Actually, the ratio of kill success runs something like one successful hunter for every 20 hunting—and the one who is successful may not be the bowman with the most skill or experience! Many a toxophilite has killed a buck or doe with a bow hunting, too.

Basically, successful bowhunting starts with the proper equipment, or tackle. Besides bow and matched arrows, the serious hunter needs a good quiver, a shooting glove or tab to protect the tips of his bowstring fingers, an armguard as protection against possible bowstring slap, a spare bowstring, wax, bowstring silencers, replacement broadhead points, a small file, a sharpening stone, and, by all means, complete camouflage attire.

The average price of a good quality hunting bow is in the neighborhood of $50.00 or $75.00, but if you want the very latest, a takedown model, it will cost you about as much as the price of a custom rifle. (Incidentally, in Florida, the use of crossbows for hunting is illegal.)

Usually, the heavier the bow's pull at full draw, the faster the flight of its arrow and flatter the trajectory.

But don't let these qualities of a powerful bow mislead you. It is easier to be "overbowed" rather than underpowered. Many beginners sadly learn that flexing a heavy hunting bow two or three times in a sport practice, are two different things!

Select only such bow power as you can comfortably control and hold steadily for the critical seconds of accurate aim and smooth arrow release.

Successful stalking of wary game, especially deer and feeding squirrels, calls for the woodsman-ship of an Indian. The art is not quickly acquired. Every expert stalker can look back on a portfolio of memorable mistakes and unsuccessful stalks.

A beginner will usually do better by selecting a good spot and taking "stand," letting game come to him while he waits within a natural blind.

Ground level hunting blinds are easy to construct, especially if camouflage netting is used in combination with low brush.

The interior of a blind should be large enough so that the hunter can neck arrows, draw and shoot without having his arrow tip or bow touch the concealing netting or brush. If there is not room to construct a blind in which one can move and otherwise get into unhampered action, or if a clear arrow flight path cannot be had, then it is better for the hunter to quietly kneel or stand in front of a patch of brush rather than be- hind it. In this situation, camouflage clothing and minimum movement are definitely essential.

Like a baseball thrown to home plate to cut off a runner, or a bullet fired long range at a target, an arrow takes a trajectory curve from bow to target. This parabolic curve is easily seen during the feathered missile's flight over average shooting ranges.

The pronounced trajectory curve makes it diffi- cult to effectively place an arrow through a small, (Continued on next page)
A better solution to the problem seems to be more use of portable tree stands—those that can be taken into the woods, placed, used, removed, and taken home. Both homemade and commercial versions are now widely used.

One portable stand is simply a canvas seat temporarily slung between two trees. It is supported by nylon rope and is low enough to get into and out of without difficult climbing or contortions.

Another consists of a plywood platform that fastens against a single tree trunk with chains or nylon rope. It has an auxiliary support hinged to the underside of the platform, and is sharp at the opposite end so that it digs into the tree trunk under the hunter’s weight like a climbing spike.

The latest innovation in portable tree stands is a commercially made model that is literally self-climbing.

Once the portable stand’s aluminum support bars have been locked alongside and behind a tree trunk, the user inserts his feet in two sandal-like straps as he faces the tree. He then hugs the tree trunk and makes upward climbing effort, lifting his feet and the attached stand as it tilts from the released weight.

At the end of the climb the hunter straightens to a ready position, which automatically locks the platform firmly in place.

Descent involves the same basic technique in reverse—in short, sliding stages.

Known as “The Profane”—because it elicits remarks like, “The doggone thing actually CALMS YOU!”—the stand can be used on any sizable tree trunk that does not have climb-blocking limbs close to ground.

Naturally, the Forest Service people like the idea of portables. They do away with objectionable, illegal live tree cutting to build stands; also use of nails that would some day cause a logger with power saw to cuss loud and long.

It would seem that loss of easily identifiable human form, by camouflage, would tend to make the average bowhunter vulnerable to hunting accident.

Such rarely occurs in bowhunting. The fact that the bowhunter must get reasonably close to his quarry to score, and must further select a vital area of the target’s anatomy as precise aiming point, preclude mistaken target identity.

More dangerous to field archers are possible self-inflicted mishaps.

Bowhunters have tripped and fallen against a razor-sharp arrow or had an arrow catch on brush, flap and imbed itself in leg or body. Others have fallen out of tree stands or been seriously cut by an arrow attempting to cross a fencer with nocked arrow on bowstring. Poor quality bows have been known to break and inflict injury to the shooter’s face.

Actually, a bowhunter must be every bit as careful with his tackle and in his setions afield as the hunter using firearms.

Modern bowmen have demonstrated that, within practical shooting ranges, the bow and arrow can kill any game species that walks, runs or flies. Even such targets as elephants, lions, tigers, polar and grizzly bears, moose, mountain lions, and various other game species have succumbed to sharp, deeply penetrating arrows.

In Florida, every legal game species has been successfully taken with bow and arrow, along with unprotected birds and animals of varmint classification.

As might be expected, more arrows miss than connect when the quarry is quail or crow, but enough hits are registered by some of the more skilled bowmen to keep their interest up.

Excellent wing shooting practice is to shoot at aluminum plates or discarded phonograph records sailed away from the bow, or even thrown tennis balls and tin cans.

Bowmen who have bagged favored game species—like deer, turkey and bear—are not inclined to forget their experiences or cease telling about them. Theirs is elation that lasts.

But those who have not always been successful have memorable experiences, too. Some are unusual, some near tragic, some amusing, some downright hilarious.

These, for example, are actual happenings:

A bowman on one of the first Ocala National Forest archery hunts was slowly and silently moving through the scrub in search of game when he rounded a thick patch of brush and came almost face to face with a Florida panther. The startled hunter lost no time in vacating the scene. He didn’t even pause long enough to be conscious of the fact that the panther was doing the very same thing—in opposite direction. The hunter did not stop running until he reached his car, scrambled inside, slammed the door and rolled up the windows!

It is advantageous to wait until game is in sure shooting range before releasing a drawn arrow, but one hunter on a tree stand waited just a bit too long. He had spotted a buck coming in his direction, and with ready bow waited for the animal to walk closer.

It was obvious that the deer would pass right under his stand unless it changed course, which it did not. The waiting hunter let the buck approach closer and closer, all the time ready to shoot.

(Continued on next page)
When the buck was almost directly under the tree stand it unexpectedly quickened pace. To keep up with the target and strike it before it disappeared under the stand, the bowman had to lean far forward—to far! He tumbled over the edge of his platform, practically on top of the deer. Later, back at camp, Friends spent a good hour treating his cuts, scraps and scratches. (He was lucky!)

Especially unfortunate was the experience of a bowhunter who had chosen to hunt the fringes of a swampy area. He knelt by a cypress tree and placed his spare arrows alongside as he prepared to wait for game with nocked arrow.

After some 90 minutes, a deer came along. The hunter shot and missed, but, as often happens, the deer was not spooked. Keeping his eyes on the target, the hunter slowly reached for one of the arrows that would have been on the ground within easy reach. He drew his hand back in pain as the fangs of an unseen Florida cottonmouth jabbed into his flesh.

Fortunately, the right kind of first aid was nearby. When a hunter is completely camouflaged from head to foot, which would include a hood or headnet, he usually loses all identity as a person, which, of course, is the whole idea.

Just such a confidently attired bowman was both surprised and perplexed when he encountered other hunters during the hunting day, each time being hailed by a friendly, hoarsely whispered, “Hello, Jack!”

Camouflage clothing is a must for the serious bowhunter. Some even disguise the bow, too, and smear hands and faces with green “makeup.” A camouflage headnet is one alternative, but the other hunting attire listed above is somewhat. Most archers choose green paint.
Contrary to a popularly held, oft-stated, and usually unchallenged misconception, hunting is one of the safest sports in Florida—and the country. Of a total of 219 firearms casualties in Florida in 1969, only 30 were firearms casualties while hunting. Only nine of these were fatalities, according to the official state firearms casualty summary compiled annually by the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission. Just five casualties were mistaken for game.

There were 226,000 hunting licenses issued in the state for 1968-69, and another few thousand persons exempted from the license purchase because of age or were also afield—with everybody going hunting as often as he could and staying as long as he could! Fifty firearms accidents in which hunters were involved is actually a very good safety record, statistically—but not good enough.

There are no figures available for horses, cows, pigs, and chickens, but there probably were a good many slaughtered by mistake. Although most of the “mistakes”—involving both people and domestic stock—were undoubtedly the result of poor judgment, carelessness, and, in the case of the farm animals, vandalism, some of the shootings were the result of accidentally “covering” the victim with a gun, and a few may have occurred because the shooter didn’t see it or didn’t understand it.

Few of us are born with perfect vision. Even if we have been so fortunate, there is a continual deterioration of the sense of sight over the years. Yet many a hunter—for removed from the roamer age—swears he can see as well as he ever did simply because his sight is still adequate for activities less demanding—and for darn sure less potentially hazardous—than shooting and driving an automobile.

Some hunters who normally wear glasses will put them aside out of vanity or because eyeglass lenses have the annoying habit of blurring when pelted with rain. Otherнимродs will not wear glasses while afield for fear of their shattering on impact with tree limbs and bushes.

In some cases, a man may be well aware of his defective vision but will hide the fact for fear that he will be obliged to give up hunting altogether. This is foolish. Most sight defects can be corrected with the use of prescription glasses.

But glasses alone will not eliminate hunting accidents, of course—not even those due solely to failure to properly identify a target. There are a number of other factors that account for the annual hunting accident toll, as we stated earlier. Nonetheless, each of the following factors could seriously affect a hunter’s judgment, his potential as a hazard to other hunters, and his accuracy when firing at properly identified game.

1. The hunter must be able to distinguish detail against a confusing variety of backgrounds. These backgrounds often blend with the protective coloration of the game being hunted—or vice versa. They can be deceptive because of optical illusions created by changing light and shade. If the eyes are not able to separate an object from its surroundings, the hunter—and his fellow hunter—may be in for big trouble.

2. The hunter must be able to focus clearly on both near and far objects, and to switch that focus instantaneously. This is important in shifting the vision from the rear to the front sight and thence to the target area. Most people of middle age and beyond are bothered by the so-called focusing problem, particularly when it concerns near objects like the rear sight. Glasses don’t provide an easy solution to the problem. The simplest solution is to use a near sight or a telescopic sight. Either will eliminate the need for adjusting the vision to the rear sight.

3. The hunter must be able to judge distance quickly and accurately. The distance vision should be clear and sharp since most of the hunter’s shots will not be at close targets. If you need glasses to discern distant objects, you will certainly need them here—and at their highest efficiency. (Riflemen especially need sharp eyes for distant vision, though.) We said a Florida hunter at big game are not extremely long range as a rule.)

4. The hunter must be able to detect movement of the presence of objects above and below and to either side of the target. When our eyes function normally, we have two kinds of vision: central and peripheral. The latter permits the hunter to be aware of what is happening in the area surrounding the central point of focus—the spot at which he is aiming. When the ability to detect movement and objects outside of the area of sharp focus is diminished or lost, we have what is known as tunnel vision. This condition should be checked as soon as it becomes apparent. Not only is it annoying and dangerous if we hunt, drive, or even walk downtown—it is one of the characteristics of glaucoma, a major cause of blindness.

5. The hunter should be able to identify colors. Colorblindness to one or several colors is quite common. Probably a high percentage of those applying for hunting licenses cannot distinguish colors properly. Red used to be the traditional—and recommended—color for the hunter to wear. It has since been determined that this is a difficult color for the colorblind person to distinguish. Even for the normal sighted, red loses its distinctiveness at dusk. The recommended “safe” colors today are those with yellow and orange.

And, speaking of colors, tinted sunglasses can distort them, remember. Those with yellow lenses are the worst. They’re fine for the shooting range but not for the woods. True neutral gray lenses do not distort colors at all. Sage green lenses pass the colors the human eye sees best, so they distort very little. In buying sunglasses be sure to select a lens that enables you to retain your color perception. And if you haven’t had an eye examination that included a color test, get one. Know how good, or bad, your color vision is.

6. The hunter should be able to perform under a variety of weather conditions and lighting changes. If the fogging of glasses or sunglasses, or the impairment of their efficiency by rain or fog, is a problem, consider contact lenses. A viored cup will also be helpful in keeping off rain and in cutting down on glare. And there are some new, highly effective lens coatings for regular glasses on the market. These help keep lenses clear. You do not have to give up hunting just because your eyes aren’t what they used to be. However, if you find yourself continuously overshooting, undershooting, or late-shooting on shots you once could make with fair regularity, better schedule that eye examination—and pronto!

Every hunter should have a professional eye examination once a year—by an optometrist, or, if there is reason to believe a medical problem exists, by an ophthalmic physician, or opthalmologist. Discuss with your examiner the sort of use to which you put your eyes normally and the kind of hunting you do. In all probability he will suggest plastic lenses for the outdoorsman should the use of glasses be called for. These cost a little more but they strongly resist breakage from impacts—even from stray birdshot—that would break normal lenses and therefore damage the eyes. Plastic lenses can also be made up in prescription sunglasses.

Keep in mind that in spite of the long statistical odds against getting shot while hunting, it happens. In no other sport is there such a high premium on brain, hand, and eye coordination. Good thinking, a sure hand, and keen vision can mean the difference between life and death—not only of the game being hunted, but, quite literally, of fellow hunters as well. No state’s safety record—home, highway, industry, or hunting—is yet good enough to permit us to relax our vigilance and preparedness, our safety consciousness.

By paying close attention to our visual acuity and getting the proper help in correcting any problems, we can increase our hunting success and heighten the pleasure derived from unforgettable days and seasons afield. And we will be doing ourselves and our families—and our buddies—a good deed.

Before this season really gets underway, get a check-up. Have those eyes examined. You will be taking a long step forward in doing your share to keep hunting a safe sport.

Oh, Say Can You See . . . ?

(Well enough to safely aim and fire a gun?)

BY JOHN FIX

AUGUST, 1970

Eyeglasses lenses are made tough and resilient today. The sportsperson, young or old, should not neglect his vision.
THE FRENCH-CANADIAN voyageurs never sampled the sprawling South Florida mangrove wilderness, but they'd be at home there now following the canoe trails in the Everglades National Park.

Although canoes are more associated with the North Woods than with the Southland, they're perfectly adapted to the mangrove wilderness. Actually, they are better suited than boats for exploring much of the watery terrain. Canoes can travel on only inches of water, and that's all that's available in many sections of the Park.

Establishment of four, marked canoe trails of varying lengths are opening heretofore unreachable areas to the casual visitor if he doesn't mind exerting a little muscle power. Canoeing is not designed for TV-oriented, sofa-loving people, but if you're willing to paddle your own canoe, you can see fascinating portions of the wilderness. And with canoes wildlife-viewing possibilities are great, for there's no noisy outboard motor to spook the birds and animals.

How far you choose to paddle depends upon your strength and endurance. One trail takes you from Flamingo on Florida Bay on the northwest corner of the Park, a distance of approximately a hundred miles. It's also the inland, small boat route. Obviously, you do not paddle this distance in one or two days. Several groups have made the trip, taking on the average of a week to negotiate the wilderness route. This trip is becoming increasingly popular with Boy Scouts, young, eager, and well equipped with muscle power.

However, the other three trails—for shorter—offer the best possibilities for canoeing adults. These

provide varied glimpses of the Park, yet are normally one-day affairs, unless you intend to camp out. There are primitive campsites along all of the trails, but you have to carry your own fresh water.

Easiest way for neophyte canoeists to see the remote portions of the Park is via the canoe-a-cades conducted by Park rangers at regular intervals during the winter (dry) season. The schedule varies, and details can be obtained from the Everglades National Park, P.O. Box 279, Homestead, Fla., 33030. The canoe-a-cades follow one of the three shorter trails, which offer the least problems to soft-muscled, city dwellers.

The three most popular trails all probe the same general wilderness area—the region around Flamingo on Florida Bay—nevertheless, they're different. To really see the park, you should try all three.

Undoubtedly the easiest for the first time canoe enthusiast is the old Homestead Canal trail. It follows a shallow ditch dug early in the 20th century when man thought he could drain this flat land and convert it into farming and estate development. Man was wrong.

Along this manmade waterway, now rapidly disintegrating, you easily can paddle to Bear and Gator lakes, prime birding areas most of the year. You also can take a side trip into the Fox lakes.

(Continued on next page)
Homestead-Flamingo highway, a short distance inland from West Lake.

Although it's eight miles one way to the primitive campground, it seems longer because much of the trail has been carved through mangrove jungles. Often you spend more time pulling yourself along by the mangrove roots instead of padding through the narrow, green tunnels. After the first few miles, however, you break out into open ponds and bays, much easier canoeing.

Most canoeists turn around at the primitive campsite, but you need not if you're carrying camping gear. The campsite can be used as a base camp for further exploring. However, don't schedule this during the rainy season—May through October—for the mosquitoes are ferocious. During the dry season, however, there is no insect problem.

Rental canoes are available from the Everglades Park Co., concessionaire at Flamingo, or you can bring your own. There's no fee for using the canoe trails. If you do bring your own canoe, a 14 or 15-footer is the most maneuverable. On some of the twisting waterways, the turns are so abrupt that a longer canoe is difficult to handle.

If you're going canoeing alone, make certain you check out with the District Ranger at Flamingo and advise him what trail you plan to follow. If something should happen, the rangers will have less trouble finding you. And don't forget to check back in, so no unnecessary search will be made.

(Continued from preceding page)

Hunting Plans

one of the helpful conditions during Florida hunting seasons is the arrival of cooler weather—sometimes real cold—and it pays to be prepared

By EDMUND McLAURIN

MUCH PLEASURE is derived simply from planning and getting ready for a hunting season. Usually, the prelude includes the acquisition of some new item of equipment—needed or not. It may be a new shotgun, rifle, scope sight, or hunting coat, or an inexpensive article such as a good pocket compass, gun cleaning kit, or just a pair of rawhide boot laces. There's still a bit of excitement in the purchase, at least for most of us.

Every three years or so I like to buy a new big game rifle. Usually I don't need it. In almost every instance the old one fits me fine and, except for the normal scratches that come with hard field use, looks and functions like new.

It's just that periodically buying a new rifle renews my interest in hunting—like the bright blaze-up that occurs when somebody dumps old cooking grease in the campfire.

Sometimes the new rifle proves to be nothing more than a duplication of a model and caliber I formerly owned and liked—for example the prewar Model 70 Winchester, the Remington 760, the Savage 99, and the Marlin 336—all tested favorites.

For me, it's that time again. I have a wide selection. By rough count, I can choose from among more than a hundred models and grades of American-made center fire big game rifles. If I care to include the available foreign imports—as I do—at least 38 more candidates can be added to the list. The one best selection is not easy.

At the moment I lean toward either a deluxe grade, left-hand model Remington 760 slide action in .270 Winchester caliber, or the Finnish-made Sako bolt-action sporter, also in .270 caliber. Both have good performance records.

The Remington Model 760 is a very fast handling hunting rifle, whatever the caliber chosen. Its accuracy is equally surprising. Fitted with a quality scope sight, or a Redfield Jr., Williams QC, Weaver, or Pachmays "Low-Swing" mount, the Remington Model 760 slide-action will deliver just about all the practical field accuracy that the average hunter can effectively use.

The Model 760's action is a strong one, quite capable of safely handling the high intensity .270, .280, .30-06 and .308 calibers as well as less potent center fires.

For years after the 760 first came out I effectively used one in .35 Remington caliber for brush country deer and bear hunting. I know what the Remington Model 760 represents in a dependable big game rifle.

My interest in the .270 caliber Sako bolt-action sporter stems from its similarity to the long discontinued Remington Model 721, once owned in .30-06 caliber.

The Remington Model 721 rifle was a fine performer. I regret letting it pass from my hands.

The Sako is light and good, I know, and current versions have adjustable trigger pull.

Sakos have performed admirably for me in the past. I won't say a Sako is the most accurate production rifle in the world, as its Finnish manufacturer claims it to be, but from experience I know a Sako big game rifle can be carried into the wilds with every confidence in its eventual performance.

Even so, I—like you—want to inspect, heft, and shoulder a rifle before purchase, regardless of previous association with make and model.

Unfortunately, the Sako is not usually found in the average sporting goods store. Garcia Sporting Arms Corporation, a division of the Garcia fishing tackle firm, imports the Sako and distributes it through selected retail dealers.

To buy one you must either find a Sako retail outlet or order by mail through some local gun shop or sporting goods dealer willing to handle the special order—and Federally licensed to receive firearms in interstate shipment.

Why do I lean toward the .270 caliber? My objective for this particular purchase is an all-around rifle. I can have it in the .270 caliber. With the proper bullet weights, the .270 can be used effectively on a wide variety of big game, whether hunting the thickly wooded sections of our eastern states or out west.

The .270 has desirably flat trajectory and retains bullet velocity at the longer ranges. While the right weight and style of bullet can make it a one-shot killer in brush country, the .270 still retains its effectiveness when it comes to making killing shots at long range.

Far out killing power is there aplenty, even though the .270's recoil is relatively light. The hunter needs only to place his shots in the vitals of his targets—preferably in the chest, or area
short barrel life, compared to barrel life of certain other calibers. Most shooters good for only about 4,000 rounds of reliable accuracy, because of the hot gases and the high bullet velocity the .270 cartridge generates.

Most shooters prefer a barrel longer than your personal preference, don't worry! At the current price for a box of .270 caliber ammunition, you would have to shoot $1,170.00 worth of ammunition before likely needing a new barrel. Few .270 owners will ever shoot their hunting rifle that much.

**Quite often the best hunting days of the season prove to be cold ones. Especially in this true of waterfowl hunting.**

It takes cold weather (in northern states) to bring the migrating species, and it usually takes cold, inviting air to keep birds moving around after they get to Florida.

Even though Florida's winter temperatures tend to rise rapidly once the sun is two or three hours above the horizon, it does get pretty cold some hunting days, especially in the predawn hours when waterfowl are hunting trips.

Any reader who has long hunted deer or ducks on the Florida scene, and has experienced cold, and often wet, hunting can back me up on that basic truth, no matter how press agents extol the glories of Florida sunshine. It can also be hair-raisingly windy—wind of mild velocity—even moderate cold can equal subzero wind-chill factors.

In the book itself, I mentioned the fact that controls Hoppes, now also owns Lachmiller Engineering, an established maker of reloading tools.

C-H is the line of reloading tools, one of the best known brands in the reloading tool field until the death of Charles Heddon, founder and spark plug of the original company, is being continued under Badger Shooters' Supply, Owern, Wisconsin. Quite recently, however, the company has announced that they will soon put the brand back among the leaders in reloading equipment—after others struggled vainly to do so. Bulgrin is a veteran shooter and reloaders, and C-H's reloading tools have always had excellent mechanical features.

Garcia Corporation, long recognized as a fishing tackle manufacturing firm, has extended its reach for the sportsman's dollar by purchasing Firearms International. Italian Beretta shotguns and handguns and Finnish Sako rifles are among its imports.

Virtually every gun company that controls Hoppes, or its spin-off B.C. Enterprises, is in the sporting goods field, new owner of C-H, Lew Bulgrin, will soon put the brand back among the leaders in reloading equipment—after others struggled vainly to do so. Bulgrin is a veteran shooter and reloaders, and C-H's reloading tools have always had excellent mechanical features.
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Virtually every gun company that controls Hoppes, or its spin-off B.C. Enterprises, is in the sporting goods field, new owner of C-H, Lew Bulgrin, will soon put the brand back among the leaders in reloading equipment—after others struggled vainly to do so. Bulgrin is a veteran shooter and reloaders, and C-H's reloading tools have always had excellent mechanical features.

Garcia Corporation, long recognized as a fishing tackle manufacturing firm, has extended its reach for the sportsman's dollar by purchasing Firearms International. Italian Beretta shotguns and handguns and Finnish Sako rifles are among its imports.

Virtually every gun company that controls Hoppes, or its spin-off B.C. Enterprises, is in the sporting goods field, new owner of C-H, Lew Bulgrin, will soon put the brand back among the leaders in reloading equipment—after others struggled vainly to do so. Bulgrin is a veteran shooter and reloaders, and C-H's reloading tools have always had excellent mechanical features.

Garcia Corporation, long recognized as a fishing tackle manufacturing firm, has extended its reach for the sportsman's dollar by purchasing Firearms International. Italian Beretta shotguns and handguns and Finnish Sako rifles are among its imports.

Virtually every gun company that controls Hoppes, or its spin-off B.C. Enterprises, is in the sporting goods field, new owner of C-H, Lew Bulgrin, will soon put the brand back among the leaders in reloading equipment—after others struggled vainly to do so. Bulgrin is a veteran shooter and reloaders, and C-H's reloading tools have always had excellent mechanical features.
A Drifter's Dream

By NANCY BROWER
Florida Department of Commerce

Travelers on U. S. 27 in north central Florida might think the local populace has heard something about "forty days and forty nights of rain." Many of the cars, pickup trucks and even motorcycles meeting them on the highway will be piled high with inner tubes, rubber rafts and other kinds of flotation gear.

For the better part of a week, there's been no flood warning. The tube-laden vehicles are converging at the source of the Ichetucknee River, a first-magnitude spring in the woods northwest of the little town of Fort White on U. S. 27.

The Ichetucknee is perhaps the best inner tube float run in the world. It is a drifter's dream—crystal clear, cool and pure, flowing over a white sand riverbed through a forest.

Mask and snorkel reveal an underwater panorama to the floater. Waving grasses, darting fish, bits of shells dating from the era when much of the Florida peninsula was under the sea, and occasional Indian artifacts are clearly visible.

Floaters begin their trip at the springhead and float three miles downstream to emerge at the bridge where U. S. 27 crosses the river. Large boats and motors over 10 hp are banned. Those whose only vessel is the innards of an old tire can float in quiet and safety.

The Ichetucknee tube run is a one-way trip. Return vehicles must be parked at the bridge before floaters launch themselves on the run. A roadside park is being developed here.

The current moves floaters from springhead to bridge in about three hours. The trip is effortless, save an occasional steering stroke or kick. Even so, appetites grow huge on the river and most floaters indulge in a picnic at a picnic chest or a wash-tub filled with food.

All sorts of people embark on this easy adventure—family groups, fraternities and sororities from the University of Florida at nearby Gainesville.

Sunday school classes, dating couples, SCUBA clubs, etc. Some groups float quietly, drinking in the beauty of the river and the green wilderness through which it flows. Others indulge in a lot of flashing and watery horseplay.

Drifting along on a shining stream may sound like something out of a dream, but the experience is real enough on Florida's Ichetucknee. And an ordinary tube is the only vessel needed for this luxury cruise.

FLORIDA WILDLIFE'S FISHING CITATION
is available without charge, to any and all subscribers to Florida Wildlife Magazine, and their immediate families, who catch any of the fresh-water game fish of the prescribed species and size requirements. Citation, showing recorded date of the catch, will be mailed to the applicant upon receipt of the following application form that has been properly filled out and signed.

Only fishing citation applications received within 90 days from date of catch will be honored.

APPLICATION FOR FLORIDA WILDLIFE FISHING CITATION

The Editor, FLORIDA WILDLIFE
Game & Fresh Water Fish Commission, Tallahassee, Fla.

Please send me the Florida Wildlife Fishing Citation with the inscribed data listed below:

Name (please print) ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City __________________ State ______ Zip No. ______

Species __________________ Weight ___ Length ___

Type of Tackle __________________

Boat or Lure Used __________________

Where Caught __________________ State ______ Zip No. ______

County __________________

Date Caught ________________ Catch Witnessed By __________________

Registered, Weighed By __________________ At __________________

Signature of Applicant __________________

SAVE THIS APPLICATION BLANK

CUT OUT AND SAVE THIS APPLICATION BLANK

FLORIDA WILDLIFE